
 
 

- Foreword - 
Before using this walkthrough both I and the developer of Polarity , Sir Dammed, advice 
those that are new players, or those that are already playing, to play through Polarity 
blind for the first time before making use of this walkthrough to experience the game a s 
it is meant to be. 

That being said, this walkthrough will be spoiler free as possible and will only attend to 
the most crucial choices that have big (future) impacts on the overall story. Morality 
also plays a big role in the game but we are going to let  that part over to you, the player.  

Interact with the girls how you want to interact with them but be aware that scenes and 
characters will eventually change depending on the player’s moral choices. The only tip 
we will give is that you don’t want to foll ow a particular path (always good, or always 
bad) too much, try to find a balance between the two.  The personalities of the girls 
should give you a good hint/view on what they can handle and how they like to be 
treated by the player. 

And last but not least , if you enjoy the game then please show some support (if you want 
of course) to the developer of the game, Sir Dammed, on one of the following sites 
below. Also feel free to join the Polarity Discord channel to talk about the game, ask 
questions or other shenanigans.  

You can click on the buttons below which will open your browser to link you to Sir 
Dammed’s Patreon, Buy me a coffee , SubscribeStar and the Polarity Discord. 

 

                 

 

 

 

Questions about this guide? Feel free to ask me, Een Vieze  Vent, on the following site 
(Account needed): https://f95zone.to/members/een-vieze-vent.148851/ 

https://subscribestar.adult/eternitygames
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/eternitygames
https://discordapp.com/invite/Ch2Dvu6
https://f95zone.to/members/een-vieze-vent.148851/
https://www.patreon.com/Eternity_Games


 
 

-The Guide- 
Alright, so we have arrived at the meat on the bones, but before we delve into the 
Crucial Choices of Polarity  I’ll have you known that this is a HAREM game:  

 

This good news means that we recommend for you as the player to romance as many of 
the girls as possible! Of course, this is your personal choice as with who you want to 
interact and how you want to interact with them. You want to go for one girl? Go ahead, 
want them all? Go ahead. The sky is the limit!  

So with that out of the way let’s start with the very first crucial moment of the game.  
Again, you can choose your own preferences but I highlighted the best choices. 

Crucial Choice # 1 – To cum inside, or not…  

During Tanya’s love-making scene you have an option to creampie her or not. You 
obviously want to shoot your potent seed into her womb, to let the swimmers seek their 
target, to claim this woman as yours because cumming inside a lady is a wonderful 
feeling… Or you could not, but hey, I think I made it pretty obvious what the best choice 
would be. 

Crucial Choice # 2 – A bar brawl you say?  

During Lyanna’s kittyfight  in the bar some nasty fellow enters through the door with a 
nasty look on his face. Of course you want to knock his nasty ass to the floor ! Intervene, 
goddamnit! 



 
 

Crucial Choice # 3 – Melanie, my girlfriend’s cute daughter. 

I think that I did mention that this is a Harem game in the end on the previous page, so 
what are you waiting for? Kiss the cute girl!  

(Hidden) Crucial Choice # 4 – Protect the ones you love. 

Boosting Naomi’s confidence is nice and all, but you are her man and you can kick ass ! So 
offer her your protection because that is what a man will do for his girl.  

Crucial Choice # 5 – Detective Kane, police beauty. 

During your conversation with the Detective be stern with her, trust me, she will dig your 
attitude if you do so. 

Crucial Choice # 6 – To date or not to date. 

If your conversation went well enough with Detective Kane you will get the option to ask 
her out… Look, we just went over that this is a Harem game, ask her out Silly  Billy!  

(Hidden) Crucial Choice # 7 – Protect the ones you love, part  deux. 

Once again, offer Melanie your protection, be THE man for your ladies! 

‘Not so’ Crucial Choice # 7.25 – The redhead, Jasmine. 

Redhead, very naughty, Harem game = Date her. 

‘Not so’ Crucial Choice # 7.50 – Parental Lovers, Elly and Ada. 

The game already explains it to you, yes or no, it’s that simple!  

‘Not so’ Crucial Choice # 7.75 – Another redhead, Lilith. 

Basically the same stuff as the last ‘Not so’ Crucial Choice, yes or no.  

Crucial Choice # 8 – Giving lovely Lyanna a creampie, or not…  

Creaming your ladies is always a good idea, so I once more recommend to let the 
swimmers swim to their preferred destination inside of our lovely redhead. But hey, it’s 
your personal choice after all.  

 



 
 

Crucial Choice # 9 – Respecting your lady’s choice, or not…  

Naomi wants to take things slow, so you being a real gentleman will listen to your lady’s 
words and keep your ding-dong in your pants! Of course you can do the opposite which 
might give you some extra stuff, but in the end things can turn sour…  

Crucial Choice # 10 – Alley ass whooping. 

Remember, you are an awesome expert fighter so of course you will go for anticipate 
hook to finish the fight pronto. Losing the battle (which you won’t, you badass you!) will 
result in a certain relationship ending before it can even start!  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 10.5 – Lucia’s visit.  

All I can say for this one is that letting girls continue could lead to something more , if you 
would like this ‘something more’ of course. I mean you even have to skip the next choice 
so uh… W ell, just let her continue! 

Crucial Choice # 11  – Lovely Lucia’s Lower Lips. 

Ah, we meet again, pullout or not question! I think I’ve mentioned before that letting the 
swimmers freely swim is a very good thing in Polarity , unless you aren’t into that (loser!)  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 11.33 – To date, or not to date. 

Do you want something more, or less? Saying yes to Valerie will lead to something more, 
and I’m not only talking about sex (No, not bad things before you start to worry!) 
Rejecting her leads to another exclusive path, and to the next lesser choice that follows 
up this choice. 

Lesser Crucial Choice # 11.66 - (Only when rejecting Valerie)  – Only Fufu…  

W hen you reach this choice you did something wrong (Or not, if you prefer less over 
more) Saying the three letter magic word allows you to date Fufu exclusively… But you 
might have missed out on something better…  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 11.99 – Cheryl knows more…  

So it seems that Cheryl knows more about some recent events… W ill you keep your cool 
and stay like a true gentleman? Or lose your shit and look like some sociopath? T he 
choice is yours to take your preferred path! 

 



 
 

 

Crucial Choice # 12 – Difficult Decisions… 

So you’ve managed to reach this choice, and this is particularly a big one.  

Remember the more or less choice from above? W ell here it gets a little crazy and gives 
you some hard things either way. You can either set your sights on MS. W illiams, which 
has consequences regarding Melanie, but do you know the saying: ‘After rain comes 
sunshine’? In this case it’s very, very true. 

Instead of setting your sights on MS. W illiams you can also pressure her into telling you 
the things you really wanted to hear from her. Sure, it will help Melanie out from the get -
go, but is it really worth that much? To quote a few words from Motörhead ’s Ace of 
Spades: ‘You win some, you lose some…’ 

Lesser Crucial Choice # 12.33 (Only when you did the deed) – An Affair You Say? 

A rather simple question, yes or no? Yes, can lead to more things in the future, no just 
ends everything on the spot with MS. W illiams. 

Lesser Crucial Choice # 12.66 (Only when pressed the lady) – An Affair You Say? 2.0 

Just like above, yes starts an affair, but won’t lead to more things in the future. Saying 
no obviously ends the whole charade. 

Lesser Crucial Choice # 12.99 (Only when pressed the lady) – Confrontation 

If you pressed MS. W illiams, you will get this event where you will confront Melanie’s 
bully . Either confronting the bully , or to reason with her are both acceptable choices, 
decide for yourself which route you want to take!  

Crucial Choice # 13 – Sweet Sweet Kayla 

Look, if you had one shot, or one opportunity to seize everything you ever wanted in one 
moment, would you capture it or just let it slip? Kayla’s spaghetti! Alright, enough song 
quoting: It’s this simple, either say yes or miss out  on a lot of good stuff! 

Crucial Choice # 14  – Naomi, You Love Her! 

Look, I just gave you the best answer in the choice title, either that or be a stupid 
schmuck that doesn’t like romance and harem, simple choice , aight? 



 
 

 

Crucial Choice # 15 – Kiss Your Date, Or Not…  

I don’t want to sound like a spinning record but… Do you either want a proper harem or 
not? If you do then you obviously are going to kiss your date, if not I recommend to 
delete the game and play something made by Jobeo. Also, stick with Amelia no matter 
what, even when you learn more about her later in the game…  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 15.49 (Only if not date Amelia) – Another Lady Another Date 

During the date Tanesha will ask you if you like to ‘dabble in the spirits’, whatever that 
may mean. Telling her sometimes could lead to some interesting stuff in the future.  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 15.98 (Only if not date Amelia) – Moar Dating! 

Another quite simple choice, tell Tanesha you want to date her more to progress the 
relationship, saying no rejects her (duh) . 

Crucial Choice # 16 – The Moment Has Come…  

Another big choice to make, and there is a lot at stake here.  

W ill you lower yourself to his level, or will you keep a clear mind and do the supposed 
right thing? Take a breath, think about your decision and make a final choice, even after 
all the events that have happened…  

Lesser Crucial Choice # 17 – Three Strikes And You’re Out! 

Remember, you are a respected martial artist who fights for his ladies, but sometimes 
you gotta know when not to lose your focus. Again, do the right thing and be the better 
person. 

Crucial Choice # 16 – A Decision Of A Lifetime…  

This is the one that will finish a chapter in MC’s book. Keep in mind that a lot of lovely 
ladies are waiting for you. As what kind of person you will return to them is up to you…  

 

THIS IS THE END OF THE CURRENT UPDATE – UNTIL NEX T TIME! 


